ChimeAlert™
Welcoming security for historic houses and open displays
A short range, narrow angle, mini PIR, sounds three chimes if someone
enters its zone of protection. The unit is only 73mm high by 40mm wide and
30mm deep. It can be positioned, for example, on a table top, be attached
to a table leg, placed inside a fireplace (as long as the fire is out) or in other
secretive spots. Taking 3 x AAA batteries (provided), it can be left on 24
hours/day.
On triggering, it chimes three times to alert the room guide, it will then autoreset after 2-3 seconds; Great for the protection of small areas or open
displays within a room when open to the public.
Left: shows PIR lens covered up,
move switch left to chime (it chimes
once to confirm), push the cover
down to reveal the lens (see right).
You have 1 minute to exit the area.
Lens cover on
Lens open
Switch to left for chime

ChimeAlert™ has a field of detection of approximately plus/minus 20o and 4m max
range. This narrow angle and short distance gives more flexibility in use. It enables
set ups which would be impossible for a wider angle, longer range PIR
Zone of protection: a cone with circle of 0.5m radius at 2m distance:
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ChimeAlert™
Person walking: across detection area activates unit approx 4m ….is not…
Person walking: towards detection area activates unit approx 2m
Hand/arm passing: across is detected at approx 2.5m …………....is not detected
Typical battery life in 24hr / day use is 4 – 6 months, it is recommended to test each unit
weekly and the batteries should be changed once the chime sound starts to weaken.
Note: if switched to the right (alarm mode) then after a one minute exit delay it is set. Then
if triggered, the unit gives out 30 seconds of chimes and resets after 3 seconds. This
mode is to assist the securing of rooms that are closed off or un-invigilated.
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